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1. Introduction

This report provides a summary of the 
phase 1 engagement undertaken by Cred 
Consulting on behalf of the Greater Sydney 
Commission, to help inform the review of 
the existing ‘retain and manage’ policy.

1.1. Background
The Greater Sydney Commission (the Commission) is 
undertaking a review and evaluation of the Industrial and 
Urban Services Lands retain and manage policy under the 
Greater Sydney Region Plan. 

The review follows a recent White Paper from the NSW 
Productivity Commission, Rebooting the Economy, which 
included a recommendation to ‘optimise industrial land 
use’.

Specifically, Recommendation 7.5 states:

• Evaluate the retain and manage approach to managing 
industrial and urban services land in Greater Sydney 
against alternative approaches, to identify what would 
maximise net benefits to the State.

• Adopt the approach that maximises the State’s welfare in 
the next update to the Greater Sydney Region Plan.

A key part of this review is engagement with Greater 
Sydney councils, peak bodies and advocacy groups 
and industry representative, to collect feedback on the 
existing policy and understand experiences.

The Commission engaged Cred Consulting to design and 
deliver stakeholder engagement to inform the review 
of the policy. This report is a summary of the phase 
1 engagement undertaken. Further reporting will be 
completed for future engagement undertaken for this 
project.

1.2. Phase 1 engagement purpose
This report provides a summary of the stakeholder 
engagement outcomes. Consultation was undertaken 
between July and August 2021 to inform the review of the 
existing ‘retain and manage’ policy.

Consultation aimed to:

• Collect constructive input and feedback on the existing 
policy;

• Listen to stakeholder views;
• Understand key challenges and benefits of the policy;
• Explore whether other employment uses can be 

allowed in industrial and urban services land, while 
maintaining essential industrial activity; and

• Collect qualitative data and evidence to inform the 
policy review.
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1.3. Phase 1 engagement activities

Industry Reference Group
An Industry Reference Group was created to 
provide an opportunity for relevant stakeholders 
to provide constructive input and feedback on 
the evaluation of the existing retain and manage 
policy. 

The Industry Reference Group was chaired by 
the CEO of the Greater Sydney Commission.

Local Government Reference Groups
Five Local Government Reference Groups were 
created across each of Greater Sydney’s districts:

• Central City District

• Western City District

• Eastern City District

• South District

• North District

One representative from each council was 
invited to be a member of the Local Government 
Reference Group for their district, and they were 
given the opportunity to provide constructive 
input and feedback on the evaluation of the 
existing retain and manage policy. 

The Local Government Reference Groups were 
chaired by the relevant District Commissioner. 
The Commission extended an invitation to 
Wollongong, Central Coast and Newcastle 
Councils to participate as observers.

Written Submissions/Online survey
The Greater Sydney Commission accepted 
written submissions through an online survey 
as a way for reference group members, their 
members and the wider industry stakeholders 
to provide feedback on the existing retain and 
manage policy. 

53 survey responses were received from 
Councils, industry representatives, 
professional organisations and property 
sector representatives
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2. Phase 1 engagement themes 

As part of the Phase 1 Engagement for the Industrial Lands Policy Review, the following is a summary of 
the key themes from workshop discussions and the written/survey submissions about the current benefits, 
existing policy challenges and opportunities to consider in the review of the policy. The workshops were 
held with local government reference groups (segmented based on their district and chaired by relevant 
District Commissioners) and industry reference groups (segmented into property sector representatives 
and industry sector representatives and chaired by the Greater Sydney Commission CEO). The survey was 
available on the GSC website and open to all interested stakeholders. 

The definition of industrial land use is evolving and future policy must support traditional 
and emerging activities.

• Local government, industry sector peak bodies and property sector peak bodies all noted that the 
way we define industrial lands and the activities occurring on them is dynamic and evolving. The 
future policy needs to plan for and support emerging industries and future ways of working, as well  
as protecting industries (i.e. urban services) that are critical to a well-functioning city.

• Local government and property sector peak bodies noted that the design approach to industrial 
areas is changing to maximise the use and potential of sites and the importance of increased 
amenity expectations of workers and businesses. Local government noted the need to protect 
industrial land to allow this market-based evolution to occur.

• Industry representatives highlighted that sensitive land uses in proximity can result in operational 
limitations. Consideration of the location and design of these types of uses is important to protect 
the viability of industrial activities and their operations.

Strong support for the existing policy, though there may be benefit in refining it to respond 
to changing needs.

• Local government representatives generally expressed support for the existing policy, noting that 
it has been effective in managing the pressures on industrial lands from other uses. There was 
some acknowledgment that a more nuanced planning approach is required, to respond to the key 
constraints and differences between industrial uses and districts across Sydney.

• Property sector peak bodies stated that the policy needs to be more flexible, recognising that while 
some industrial areas need to be protected (although what we are trying to protect was queried), 
others may be underutilised or evolve organically over time. Some stakeholders did suggest 
however that the retain and manage policy should be abandoned. 

• Industry representatives strongly support the policy and suggested that it required strengthening 
to protect existing industrial land and critical industry operations.

Leadership, collaboration and communication about the importance of industrial lands. 

• Desire from local government, industry sector peak bodies and property sector peak bodies 
for Greater Sydney Commission to provide leadership and strategic direction for the planning 
for industrial land across Greater Sydney and having a broader view of the macro drivers and 
significant precincts. 

• A more nuanced approach to the application of the principles for industrial lands is needed to 
better understand the value that different industrial lands precincts provides for local, regional, 
metropolitan, state and national economy. 

• Local government and industry sector representatives noted that improved education and 
communication about the value of industrial lands to the functioning of the city is critical to their 
retention. 
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Evenly distributed industrial lands and activities are vital to a well-functioning, 30-minute 
city. Achieving even distribution will require different approaches across the Greater 
Sydney Districts.   

• Local government representatives agreed that industrial lands are vital to a well-functioning city 
and must be distributed evenly across Sydney to achieve the vision for a 30-minute city. However, 
they also noted that every LGA is different and councils are best-placed to understand their own 
needs and challenges and adequately respond. 

• Significant loss of industrial land 
and growth in knowledge-intensive 
employment, health and education sectors 
in recent years, alongside substantial 
population growth and changing 
employment needs.

• Varying demand for and availability of 
industrial lands across the district. 

• Key precincts such as Westmead, Camellia, 
Lidcombe and Greater Parramatta to 
Olympic Peninsula.

Mixed views on the appropriateness of  other land uses on industrial lands.

• Industry representatives were concerned with the reduction of industrial land and encroachment 
from competing land uses, primarily residential and mixed-use. They identified increased land 
prices, decreased operational effectiveness, increased costs of goods and reduced supply chain 
sustainability as being the key impacts. 

• Some property sector peak body representatives noted underutilisation of existing industrial land 
as an issue. They view this as an opportunity to alleviate other land use pressures that Greater 
Sydney faces (primarily residential and mixed use). It was also noted that re-purposing vacant or 
underutilised industrial sites would maximise the land value.  

• Local government representatives noted the importance of the policy in protecting land for 
industrial activities, especially in instances where retail and residential uses are encroaching in 
industrial areas and contributing to the ongoing loss of industrial land. 

• High proportion of industrial land, low 
vacancies but uses across the district are 
diverse and have different needs. 

• There are core industrial areas in the district 
that are strategically important to Greater 
Sydney and must be retained. 

• Many older industrial areas are small and 
constrained by surrounding residential 
uses, restricting uses and viability of some 
industries.
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t • Predicted future shortfall of industrial land 
in the district due to high demand and 
forecast population growth.

• Providing jobs in the district to reduce 
travel for people is a priority. 

• Lack of servicing to new industrial land is 
a barrier and relationship to rural lands 
needs to be considered.  

• Key precincts such as Western Sydney 
Airport precinct and Leppington.

• Industrial land is scarce and must be used 
strategically. Affordability and lack of suitable 
space availability also impacting on the 
retention of new businesses. 

• Increasing interest of industrial land linked to 
health and education uses. 

• Increased demand for logistics, knowledge 
industries, bulky goods, start-ups, creative 
uses and artisan food production.

• Maritime and working waterway uses 
continue to be important parts of the district’s 
industrial ecosystem.
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t • Significant national and global trade gateways with Port Botany, Sydney Airport and Sydney CBD 
and supporting uses

• Affordability and availability of industrial land is challenging, particularly for the location of urban 
services and creative uses. 

• Agglomeration is an important consideration and the benefits of a cluster of companies and 
services and protection of key logistics corridors and supply chains to productivity. 

• Increased recognition of the importance of industrial uses along the Parramatta Road Corridor and 
retention of these lands. 
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3. Industry Reference Group

The Industry Reference Group was 
created to provide an opportunity to hear 
from a diverse cross section of industry 
representatives to provide constructive 
input and feedback on the evaluation of the 
existing retain and manage policy.

The Industry Reference Group was chaired by the CEO 
of the Greater Sydney Commission and consists of 17 
members representing key organisations.

The purpose of the Industry Reference Group was to help 
consider an evidence base and issues relevant to the 
policy, to inform options and advice to the Commission. 

For phase 1, the first meeting of the Industry Reference 
Group was on 12 July and Thursday 15 July 2021 via 
online video platform. 

For phase 1, the reference group was split into two 
separate workshops with different members in each, to 
allow for ease of discussion in an online format. 

The representatives from Cement Concrete and 
Aggregates Australia and Sydney Fringe Festival were 
unable to attend Meeting 1, however the Commission 
organised a debrief with the stakeholders shortly after 
the meeting to collect feedback.

Industry Reference Group members were from the 
following organisations and separated into two groupings 
for Meeting 1:

Peak bodies from the property sector
• Business Western Sydney
• Business Sydney
• Urban Taskforce
• Planning Institute of Australia
• Property Council of Australia
• Urban Development Institute of Australia
• Committee for Sydney
• Real Estate Institute of NSW

Peak bodies from the industry sector
• Sydney Airport
• Australian Industry Group
• Waste Contractors and Recyclers Association of NSW
• Cement Concrete and Aggregates Australia
• Shopping Centre Council of Australia
• Sydney Fringe Festival
• NSW Ports
• Australian Logistics Council
• Western Sydney Airport
• Large Format Retail Association

See Appendix A1 for a full list of Industry Reference 
Group members.
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3.1. What we heard from Industry
Several key themes emerged during the Industry 
Reference Group meetings.

Views on the retain and manage policy
While recognising the benefit of the retain and manage 
policy and the value of industrial land, many peak bodies 
from the property sector generally stated that the policy 
is too restrictive and inflexible. They indicated support 
for a more adaptable approach that allows for a range of 
land uses to accommodate future market needs. 

Conversely, peak bodies from the industry sector 
indicated strong support for the policy and the concept 
of retaining existing industrial land and buffer zones to 
support critical industry operations.

Need for a nuanced planning approach
Industry Reference Group members generally agreed 
that a more nuanced planning approach is required, 
with a greater appreciation of the key constraints and 
differences between industrial lands across Sydney. 

Some members noted that the policy needs to be more 
flexible, recognising that while some industrial areas 
need to be protected to support the economy, others 
may be under-utilised or evolve organically over time. 

This sentiment was particularly prevalent among the 
peak bodies from the property sector. The peak bodies 
from the industry sector generally indicated that it is 
critical to retain existing industrial land and buffer zones 
in order to support important industrial operations that 
power the city.

Mixed-use development as a tool to increase 
housing supply
Many peak bodies from the property sector saw the 
introduction of mixed-use and residential developments 
into industrial areas as an effective tool to provide much-
needed housing to the community. 

They noted that re-purposing vacant or under-utilised 
industrial sites into residential uses would maximise 
the land value and achieve the best use of the land, 
particularly along sought-after waterways.

Protecting significant freight corridors and 
national and global trade gateways is critical 
to the prosperity of NSW. 
Many peak bodies from the industry sector expressed 
the need to maintain the integrity and functionality of 
important domestic and internal freight corridors that 
connect important industrial areas within Greater Sydney. 

The encroachment not only on the industrial lands 
themselves but also the corridors can result in a more 
unsustainable supply chain, operational limits on vehicle 
movements and local traffic congestion which can cause 
valuable time and additional costs, which are ultimately 
passed on to the consumer. It is also important that 
significant trade gateways and industrial hubs have 
the ability to expand operations to respond to market 
demand. This is particularly the case with the movement 
of goods to and from Greater Sydney. 

Loss of industrial land and encroachment by 
other land uses
Many peak bodies from the industry sector expressed 
strong concerns around the continual loss of industrial 
land and encroachment by other land uses, primarily 
residential and mixed-use. 

They indicated that this not only increases land prices, 
increases costs of goods and reduces supply chain 
sustainability, but it also impacts resilience in Sydney. 

Some peak bodies from the industry sector highlighted 
the importance of considered building design to ensure 
residential developments located in close proximity to 
industrial areas are protected from noise impacts.
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3.2. Workshop summaries

Peak bodies from the property sector

What is your organisation/members views and/or experience 
of the current retain and manage industrial land policy? 
What are the benefits and challenges from a policy perspec-
tive?
Several peak bodies from the property sector indicated 
that their members have expressed concern with the 
retain and manage policy and as a result, support 
the review. They noted that the existing policy is too 
restrictive, emphasising the need for a more flexible, 
nuanced and adaptable approach to industrial lands. 
There was also a recognition that while some areas need 
to be protected to support the economy, industrial lands 
already evolve organically over time to accommodate 
changing market needs. 

Some peak bodies from the property sector indicated 
that with urban services and industrial land fraught 
in a competitive housing market in NSW, the role of 
strategic planning is critical to set a strong approach and 
supporting objectives in relation to industrial land. 

Some peak bodies from the property sector stated 
that is important to have mechanisms in place to 
protect industrial lands. However, others stated that 
the focus needs to be less about protecting industrial 
lands and instead about planning for the future, noting 
that the industry has already evolved away from 
traditional industrial land uses. It was noted that local 
government can often be too rigorous and inflexible 
when implementing the policy, reflecting the challenge 
associated with implying protection. 

Some peak bodies from the property sector expressed 
the need for mixed-use and residential development 
that supports jobs and urban services, while increasing 
housing supply in Sydney. However, other peak bodies 
from the property sector indicated that once industrial 
land has changed to residential land, it does not have the 
ability to reverse back. There is therefore an underlying 
barrier associated with taking risks on scenarios that 
would reduce the availability of land for productive, non-
residential purposes.

From your organisation/members perspective, what are 
the current challenges for industrial and urban lands within 
Greater Sydney?
Peak bodies from the property sector raised several 
key challenges for industrial and urban lands in Greater 
Sydney. 

Some questioned why industrial sites that have been 
vacant for long periods of time are being protected. 
They noted that many of these sites should be used 
for residential and retail purposes to increase housing 
supply, particularly when they are located along 
waterways. 

Several peak bodies from the property sector stated that 
while some urban services development is required to 
support residential and commercial users, a more flexible 
way of achieving this outcome would be mixed-use 
development which provides employment opportunities. 
However, other peak bodies from the property sector 
noted that while strategic planning can respond to and 
accommodate changing market needs through mixed-
use development, what remains is a scarcity of land for 
industrial and urban services uses.

Some peak bodies from the property sector stated that 
the limitations on permissible land uses within industrial 
zones is a key factor that holds back development on 
those sites. They also noted that it is critical to speak to 
industries about their needs, and implement the findings 
into the policy review.

From your organisation/members perspective, what aspects 
of the policy review do you consider to be most important?
Some peak bodies from the property sector expressed 
concern about the Commission working behind closed 
doors, noting that further opportunities to provide input 
before the analysis is complete is critical.
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Peak bodies from the industry sector

What is your organisation/members views and/or experience 
of the current retain and manage industrial land policy? 
What are the benefits and challenges from a policy perspec-
tive?
Most peak bodies from the industry sector indicated 
strong support for the retain and manage policy, noting 
that it is critical to retain appropriate industrial land and 
buffer zones. Several peak bodies from the industry 
sector noted that while their members may not be aware 
of the retain and manage policy, they anticipated that the 
general approach would be supported.

Many peak bodies from the industry sector expressed 
concern about the ongoing loss of industrial land and 
encroachment by competing land uses. This increases 
land prices and forces businesses to relocate outside 
of Sydney, and in some cases interstate or overseas. 
This results in a more unsustainable supply chain and 
additional costs associated with transporting goods 
back into Sydney, which are ultimately passed on to the 
consumer. 

Peak bodies from the industry sector emphasised the 
importance of buffers and appropriate housing design 
for residents living in close proximity to industrial areas. 
This would reduce noise complaints and subsequent 
government restrictions on industrial operations.

Some peak bodies from the industry sector also noted 
that manufacturing location impacts purchase decisions 
for Australian consumers, and when businesses are 
required to relocate away from their market, they lose 
this selling point.

Peak bodies from the industry sector generally stated 
that the retain and manage policy has been very 
important in recent years, helping to address the 
continual loss of industrial land and recognising the 
economic contribution provided by industrial areas. 
However, some peak bodies from the industry sector 
noted that the policy does not address every challenge.

Many peak bodies from the industry sector shared 
experiences specific to their industry group, including 
concerns from members around preservation of freight 
corridors and industrial land, retail uses being built out of 
centres and contradictory permissible uses.

From your organisation/members perspective, what are 
the current challenges for industrial and urban lands within 
Greater Sydney?
Peak bodies from the industry sector raised several key 
challenges for industrial and urban lands in Greater 
Sydney. 

Many peak bodies from the industry sector indicated that 
the most prominent challenges are the loss of industrial 
land, encroachment by other uses, inappropriate 
development around industrial land and lack of effective 
noise-mitigating technologies in residential developments 
surrounding industrial land. They noted that there is a 
perception that urban development is more valuable 
than industrial uses, and that industrial land is under-
utilised due to low numbers of staff working at industrial 
sites. They emphasised that a different lens must be 
applied when determining utilisation and contribution to 
the economy.

Some peak bodies from the industry sector stated that 
regulations are needed to prevent encroachment and 
ensure buildings are designed with noise-mitigating 
technologies. One peak body from the industry sector 
noted that freight is a critical part of a liveable city 
and there needs to be greater consideration around 
appropriately sized land supply. The rise of NIMBYism 
was also cited as a key challenge, as a result of the 
significant encroachment into existing industrial land. 

Many peak bodies from the industry sector also 
expressed concern about supporting land adding 
pressure to industrial land, with increases in density and 
no corresponding investment in transport infrastructure. 
One peak body from the industry sector noted that while 
land supply is not an issue for them, the challenge is 
associated with infrastructure provision and servicing the 
land to ensure it is available for industry uses.

Several peak bodies from the industry sector noted 
that market and industry trends have contributed 
to challenges. This includes the rise in e-commerce 
resulting in more freight coming into Sydney, more trucks 
collecting different types of recyclables due to increased 
waste generation and distribution trends such as click 
and collect services requiring retailers to use their stores 
to distribute stock.
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4. Local Government Reference Group

The Local Government Reference Group 
were created to provide an opportunity 
for Councils across Greater Sydney to 
provide constructive input and feedback 
on the evaluation of the existing retain and 
manage policy. 

The Local Government Reference Groups were created 
in alignment with each of Greater Sydney’s districts. 
therefore, the larger reference was split into the five 
sub-groupings with one representative from each 
council invited to be a member. The Local Government 
Reference Groups were chaired by the relevant District 
Commissioner. 

The Commission also extended an invitation to 
Wollongong, Central Coast and Newcastle Councils to 
participate as observers.

The purpose of the Local Government Reference Groups 
were to help consider an evidence base and issues 
relevant to the policy, to inform options and advice to the 
Commission. 

For phase 1, the Local Government Reference Groups 
met on 26, 28 and 29 July 2021 via online video platform 
Local Government Reference Group sub-groups were:

Central City District
Chaired by Peter Poulet, District Commissioner.

• Blacktown City Council
• The Hills Shire Council
• Cumberland City Council
• City of Parramatta Council

South District
Chaired by Peter Poulet, District Commissioner.

• Georges River Council
• Canterbury Bankstown Council
• Sutherland Shire Council

Western City District
Chaired by Liz Dibbs, District Commissioner.

• Fairfield City Council
• Hawkesbury City Council 
• Campbelltown City Council
• Wollondilly Shire Council
• Liverpool City Council
• Penrith City Council
• Camden Council
• Blue Mountains City Council

Eastern City District
Chaired by Deborah Dearing, District Commissioner.

• Randwick City Council
• City of Canada Bay Council
• City of Sydney Council
• Inner West Council
• Burwood Council
• Bayside Council
• Strathfield Council
• Waverley Council

North District
Chaired by Deborah Dearing, District Commissioner.

• Lane Cove Council
• Willoughby City Council
• Northern Beaches Council
• North Sydney Council
• Mosman Municipal Council
• Hunters Hill Council
• Hornsby Shire Council
• Ku-ring-gai Council
• City of Ryde Council
• Wollongong City Council (observer)
• Central Coast Council (observer)

See Appendix A2 for a full list of Local Government 
Reference Group members.
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4.1. What we heard from Local 
Government

Several key themes emerged during the Local 
Government Reference Group meetings.

Strong support for the policy
Most local government representatives expressed strong 
support for the retain and manage policy, noting that 
it provides councils with leverage to decline planning 
proposals not clearly aligned with the planning controls. 
This is particularly important in instances where retail 
and residential uses are encroaching in industrial 
areas, contributing to the ongoing loss of industrial 
land. Local government representatives saw value in 
having the policy closely linked to a clear mechanism for 
implementation through existing legislative frameworks.

A more refined policy approach may be 
beneficial
Some local government representatives, particularly in 
the South District, Western City District and Central City 
District indicated that a more nuanced policy approach 
is needed. Every local government area is different and 
councils are best-placed to understand their own needs 
and challenges. Local government representatives noted 
that councils need to be given greater flexibility when 
planning industrial areas, to ensure an outcome that 
reflects the needs of the district.

Expressing the value of industrial land
Several local government representatives indicated 
that the value of industrial land is not appreciated 
in the community, expressing a desire for clearer 
communication about the benefits it brings for a well-
functioning, 30-minute city. Industrial areas are a 
vital component of the tapestry of the city and must 
be distributed evenly across Sydney to achieve the 
vision for a metropolis of three cities, particularly given 
that different industries have different location and 
operational needs.

Updated terminology and definitions are key
Many local government representatives stated that the 
terminology of industrial, employment and productivity 
land needs to be more clearly defined and must reflect 
the changing nature of Sydney’s economy. They saw 
value in a separation of some land uses from overarching 
categories and requested clearer articulation of the 
differences between the policy review and the NSW 
Department of Planning, Industry and Environment’s 
Employment Zones Reform.

Activities on industrial lands are evolving
The need to plan for emerging and future industries 
was clearly expressed, with many local government 
representatives suggesting a broadening of the definition 
of industrial uses to reflect changing trends and a move 
towards high-technology industries. Local government 
representatives noted that the way industrial areas are 
designed is evolving, and there is a need to use existing 
sites to their full potential and provide adequate amenity 
to meet expectations of workers and businesses.

Leadership and guidance 
Many local government representatives saw a need for 
clear direction from the Greater Sydney Commission, and 
leadership in strategically planning for industrial land and 
core precincts which have regional and state significance. 
There is a recognition that councils are required to rely 
on their district neighbours to meet industrial land needs, 
and the Greater Sydney Commission must support this 
through the provision of supply chain information and a 
thorough understanding of agglomeration benefits.
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4.2. Workshop summaries

Central City District

What is your Council’s views and/or experience of the current 
retain and manage industrial land policy? What are the bene-
fits and challenges from a policy perspective for your LGA and 
the wider Central District? 
Many of the Central District representatives indicated 
that there has been significant loss of industrial land and 
changes to the industrial landscape in the Central District 
in recent years, alongside substantial population growth 
in the district. There is a need to accommodate industrial 
land that supports population growth and jobs.

Several Central City District representatives stated that 
while the retain and manage policy has merit and helps 
to mitigate the loss of industrial land, there is concern 
that the policy is often used as a blunt instrument, even 
in areas that require more nuance and innovation. 

Many Central City District representatives emphasised 
the need to plan for the future, as land uses are 
continually evolving. They noted that demographics are 
also evolving in the district, with growth in knowledge-
intensive employment, health and education sectors 
changing employment needs. Several Central City District 
local government representatives indicated that there 
is a need for diversity in the types of employment land 
in Greater Sydney, with different services to support the 
way people live.

A key challenge raised by some Central City District 
representatives was land use conflict and encroachment 
into industrial areas by competing land uses. They noted 
that there are often contradictions with state government 
policies, highlighting the importance of clear direction 
and delineation. 

What are the key drivers and policy influences for the future 
of industrial lands in your LGA and the district?
Some Central City District representatives noted that 
the supply and demand of land is a key long-term 
consideration, and it is important to understand the 
volume of industrial land that will be required in Greater 
Sydney in the future, alongside the most suitable 
locations for that land. Representatives expressed the 
importance of achieving more effective use of land, and 
ensuring that industrial land diversity reflects current 
trends in the industry and distribution. The industry is 
evolving, with greater demand appearing for knowledge-
intensive, technological and start-up uses.

One Central City District representative indicated that 
they are experiencing limited market demand in some 
areas, with large industrial sites still undeveloped and 
yet to be activated. As development occurs, there is 
also a challenge associated with whether land uses are 
compatible with one another.

Many Central City District representatives emphasised 
the importance of early, proactive involvement and timely 
responses from the state government and key agencies, 
including the Greater Sydney Commission and the NSW 
Department of Planning, Industry and Environment. 
Representatives noted that this is critical for complex 
planning proposals and when managing larger areas of 
industrial land that depend on state infrastructure.

What are the current challenges of industrial and urban lands 
within your LGA and your district? What are the emerging 
industries within your LGA that we should be planning for?
One Central City District representative indicated that the 
demand for industrial land is strong in their LGA, with 
most industrial areas experiencing activity and the focus 
being on achieving the best use of the land. It was noted 
that some industrial areas are located in close proximity 
to residential uses, resulting in occasional impacts such 
as noise complaints.

Thinking about your LGA and the Central District, what as-
pects of the current retain and manage policy does the review 
need to consider?
Some Central City District representatives stated that 
there needs to be a move away from housing-centric 
policy, indicating that land prices are inflated due to 
developers hoping to rezone industrial land to residential, 
and often manipulating the system to do so. A clear 
understanding of the highest and best use of each parcel 
of land was seen as important, with some representatives 
noting that this may not necessarily be housing. 

Some Central City District representatives indicated the 
need for a clear pathway for inconsistencies in the policy 
and a mechanism for these to be reviewed, supported 
by the state government. One Central City District local 
government representative stated that in the current 
policy environment, councillors are often under pressure 
by developers to rezone industrial land. They noted that 
this could be mitigated by having the state government 
and key agencies involved earlier in the process.

Many Central City District representatives ultimately 
expressed the importance of a forward-thinking view, 
noting that Greater Sydney’s population is growing 
significantly with changing demographics, so employment 
and industrial lands need to have diverse job 
opportunities and support evolving market trends.
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South District

What is your Council’s views and/or experience of the current 
retain and manage industrial land policy? 

What are the benefits and challenges from a policy perspec-
tive for your LGA and the wider South District? 

What are the key drivers and policy influences for the future 
of industrial lands in your LGA and the district?
Many South District local government representatives 
expressed strong support for the retain and manage 
policy but stated that a more nuanced approach to 
the policy is required, also noting that there are core 
industrial areas that hold significant strategic importance 
and should be retained. Several representatives indicated 
that the difficulty lies in the ‘in-between’ industrial areas 
that are less industrial and more locally servicing, where 
flexibility needs to be considered.

Some South District representatives noted that industrial 
areas change over time, however the current policy 
setting is not flexible enough to reflect the evolving life 
cycle. 

Discussion around the need for amenities in industrial 
areas occurred, with some South District local 
government representatives identifying the need for 
eateries, tree canopy and an attractive public domain 
to ensure that industrial areas remain fully utilised and 
appealing to potential landowners. 

However, it was noted that one of the most significant 
challenges relates to the encroachment of retail and 
office uses into industrial lands, with several South 
District local government representatives noting that 
many start ups cannot compete with these businesses. 
Some representatives expressed the need to ensure that 
retail and office uses remain in town centres, noting that 
having a strong policy base assists with achieving actions 
and justifying them to the public.

What are the current challenges of industrial and urban lands 
within your LGA and your district? 

What are the emerging industries within your LGA that we 
should be planning for?
Many South District representatives noted that there 
is often conflict between industrial uses and non-
industrial uses, such as quasi residential uses, with 
issues arising when they are located in close proximity. 
Several South District local government representatives 
expressed concern that many industrial areas are small 
and constrained by surrounding residential uses, which 
results in restrictions that reduce the viability of certain 
industries.

Some South District representatives indicated that 
there is a need to explore which industrial uses can be 
located in these areas, with minimal adverse impacts 
on the community. The creative industry was raised as 
one example, with several representatives noting that 
many new uses are anticipated to emerge as a result of 
technological developments.

Future trends for online shopping will result in increased 
need for warehousing, and one South District local 
government representative suggested the exploration 
of multi-storey warehouses that make better use of 
industrial land, without the need for larger floorplates.

Several south District representatives stated that 
industrial areas need a certain level of amenity to 
be attractive to workers, and identified the need for 
buildings to incorporate flexible design so they can 
support multiple uses over their lifetime. 

Some South District representatives indicated 
that flexibility is key in Local Environmental Plans 
and planning controls. There is a need to prevent 
inappropriate uses from controls that are not stringent 
enough, however there is also a need to ensure the level 
of prescription is appropriate.

Thinking about your LGA and the South District, what as-
pects of the current retain and manage policy does the review 
need to consider?
Many South District representatives stated that the 
approach for the review needs to align with the 
employment lands reform and key State Environmental 
Planning Policies, including Complying Development. 
Representatives saw a need for improved definitions and 
more clarity about permissible development in industrial 
zones.

Some South District representatives indicated that 
more importance should be placed on employment, as 
opposed to housing. Curiosity was also expressed around 
a cost-benefit analysis of the quasi uses encroaching into 
industrial areas, and understanding why they are not 
choosing to locate in town centres.

South District representatives noted that their main 
mechanisms for implementation are through the Local 
Environmental Plan and Development Control Plan, 
where they can reflect definitions and guidelines that 
arise from the review.
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Eastern City District

What is your Council’s views and/or experience of the current 
retain and manage industrial land policy?
Many Eastern City District representatives stated that 
the retain and manage policy has been able to deliver 
planning certainty for councils, and that it encourages use 
of the land the way it was zoned, allowing for consistent 
development. 

Some Eastern City District representatives saw 
opportunities to reactivate areas of industrial land which 
are currently unused due to contamination issues. They 
noted that this would support the development of a 
circular economy. 

Several Eastern City District representatives raised a key 
challenge associated with flood-prone industrial land. 
They noted that developers often believe that issues 
can be engineered out without considering the broader 
impacts on the environment and biodiversity, or that they 
use flood risks to argue for rezoning to residential, citing 
viability concerns.

Some Eastern City District representatives also noticed 
that there is a need to generate better outcomes on 
industrial land and improve industrial precincts, including 
providing adequate transport connections and meeting 
demands for advanced manufacturing and logistics. 

What are the key drivers and policy influences for the future 
of industrial lands in your LGA and the district?
Many Eastern City District representatives noted that 
while some LGAs do not currently contain significant 
amounts of industrial land, there is a need to retain 
urban services and protect land from competing land 
uses. Several representatives indicated that the loss of 
industrial land is leading to an ongoing loss of urban 
services, and that they often need to rely on neighbouring 
LGAs for industrial functions. 

It was noted that the policy review should include a 
definition and a recognition of urban services and their 
importance for councils with little to no industrial land, 
and that controls should be in place to assist successful 
delivery of urban services in mixed-use precincts. One 
Eastern City District local government representative also 
noted that the trading technology zone is not covered by 
the retain and manage policy but is critical in providing 
services for the function of the port and the airport.

What are the current challenges of industrial and urban lands 
within your LGA and your district? What are the emerging 
industries within your LGA that we should be planning for?
Several Eastern City District representatives stated 
that there needs to be a move away from the focus on 
employment and job numbers. Considerations should 
be made on the value of supply chains and what they 
bring to the community. Some Eastern City District 
local government representatives also expressed 
the importance of using an holistic perspective and 
considering broader impacts on the city’s functioning and 
benefits of service clusters.

Some Eastern City District representatives noted that 
creative industries are important to Sydney’s global 
image and in attracting talent, and need to be supported 
to exist in industrial areas at achievable rents.

Several Eastern City District representatives indicated that 
there is a need to communicate the value of industrial 
areas to encourage support and respect from the 
broader community, as it is not sustainable for services to 
continually be relocated to Western Sydney.

Thinking about your LGA and the Eastern District, what 
aspects of the current retain and manage policy does the re-
view need to consider? What do you think are the key policy 
outputs?
Many Eastern City District representatives indicated 
that they would like to see retention of industrial land 
and urban services, alongside clearer definitions and 
more flexible approaches to management. They noted 
that there is a need to regenerate industrial land while 
keeping it available for the future industries Sydney 
would like to attract.

Several Eastern City District representatives stated that 
planners need to be given greater guidance and support 
to liaise more effectively with developers, and that there 
needs to be an holistic view of sites and their role in the 
district, rather than a focus on individual proposals.

It was noted that a consistent approach and long-term 
goals is critical, in addition to clear communication about 
the importance of industrial lands.
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North District

What is your Council’s views and/or experience of the current 
retain and manage industrial land policy? What are the bene-
fits and challenges from a policy perspective for your LGA and 
the wider North District? What are the key drivers and policy 
influences for the future of industrial lands in your LGA and 
the district?
Many North District representatives indicated support for 
the retain and manage policy, however they expressed 
the need for more nuanced solutions and a wider view 
of employment lands. Representatives expressed that 
industrial land is scarce in the North District, which is 
why these areas are so valuable and why they must be 
used strategically. The current approach for many North 
District local government representatives is to focus on 
optimising usage of the established industrial lands.

Many North District representatives stated that the retain 
and manage policy is beneficial in defending industrial 
services that need to remain in strategic, central locations 
in order to play an important regional role. They stated 
that industrial lands ultimately promote employment and 
economic opportunities and support the concept of a 
30-minute city. 

Some North District representatives noted that there 
is a need to explore where new jobs should be located 
and what their requirements will be. They stated that the 
demand for logistics is increasing, alongside bulky goods, 
and that exploring 24-hour activity is critical to reducing 
traffic congestion during peak times. Light industrial uses 
were highlighted as being in high demand in the district, 
in addition to start ups and high-technology industries.

Several North District representatives indicated that a key 
challenge is preventing retail and residential uses from 
encroaching into employment and industrial areas. They 
noted that land use conflicts often arise in low-density 
areas located in close proximity to existing industrial 
zones, creating tension with residents. 

What are the current challenges of industrial and urban lands 
within your LGA and your district? What are the emerging 
industries within your LGA that we should be planning for?
Several North District representatives indicated that there 
is a need to explore whether development applications 
are providing a function or service that could be located 
in another zone, suggesting that these services should 
remain outside of industrial areas. However, it was noted 
that many services cannot be located elsewhere and that 
they need to be well-distributed throughout the city.

Some North District representatives noted that it is 
ultimately important to understand the objective of the 
industrial zone, indicating that councils need to have 
clear objectives and recognise the strategic intent for 
each area.

Thinking about your LGA and the North District, what as-
pects of the current retain and manage policy does the review 
need to consider?
Many North District representatives stated that the 
revised retain and manage policy needs to view the city 
holistically, and apply not only to industrial land but also 
employment-generating land. Representatives saw the 
need for a stronger distinction between urban services 
and industrial uses, and clarity around what constitutes 
these in a changing economy.

Several North District representatives noted that if a 
functioning, sustainable and resilient city is desired, 
services must be distributed evenly with an overarching 
vision for the whole of Greater Sydney. 

Some North District representatives indicated that 
councils need to be supported to define their industrial 
areas, and to determine a use for these industrial areas 
through a more nuanced approach. They stated that this 
would build a greater understanding of how different 
typologies that meet demand can be achieved.
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Western City District

What is your Council’s views and/or experience of the current 
retain and manage industrial land policy?

Many Western City District representatives indicated 
support for the retain and manage policy, noting that it 
is a powerful tool. Many representatives indicated that 
their LGAs cannot afford to lose any more industrial land, 
expressing a key focus on retaining existing industrial 
areas. Some Western City District local government 
representatives stated that a nuanced approach is 
required, to acknowledge where growth is needed in jobs 
as the population increases rapidly in some areas.

Industry trends indicate an evolution of land uses, from 
the introduction of warehouses to more sophisticated 
and innovative uses, such as artificial intelligence. Several 
Western City District local government representatives 
saw a clear need to plan for where these industries will 
go in the future, noting that the planning system must 
prepare frameworks and Local Environmental Plans in 
anticipation of emerging industries.

Some Western City District representatives indicated 
that a challenge with the current strategy relates to 
land use conflict with light industrial zones (IN2), which 
tend to be in very small areas in close proximity to well-
established residential areas. Representatives suggested 
that in those areas, a mixed-use outcome may be more 
favourable. Some Western City District local government 
representatives also noted that there is a need to 
understand the role of the industrial areas compared to 
the role of the town centres, so as to not compromise 
retail uses in established centres.

Many Western City District representatives stated that 
the main constraint for the creation of industrial land in 
newer LGAs is the lack of service connections, which is 
key a barrier to establishing businesses and puts a strain 
on infrastructure in surrounding areas when an intense 
land use is implemented.

Some Western City District representatives suggested a 
review of the low maximum building heights currently 
permissible in industrial areas, noting that with the 
lack of industrial land available, vertical capacity needs 
to be explored. It was stated that this would make 
developments more feasible and also help to mitigate the 
issue of affordability in industrial areas, by increasing the 
supply of floor space.

Do we value industrial land enough? If we don’t, how can we 
increase its city-making value?

Some Western City District representatives indicated 
that while industrial land is valued by planners, it is only 
valued by the community at times when they enjoy its 
quirky nature, such as in areas like Alexandria, which 
are not dominated by high-rise residential buildings, but 
instead have a rich mix of industrial and innovative uses. 
However, representatives noted that industrial lands are 
generally not valued for their primary use.

Several Western City District representatives expressed 
the need to explore how industrial lands can be made 
profitable for investors to develop and create jobs, but 
also how the community can be taken on the journey to 
see value in the benefits of industrial areas.

Some Western City District local government 
representatives also noted that amenity of industrial 
areas is important, to help activate key precincts and 
increase desirability.

How can the needs of industrial areas be balanced, without 
creating competition with the existing centres within LGAs?

Several Western City District representatives noted that 
there is a need to balance increasing amenity with being 
affordable, to allow small companies and start ups to 
locate in industrial areas. Representatives expressed 
concern for small companies when non-typical uses, 
such as childcare and eateries, are permitted in industrial 
areas and take up the limited supply of industrial floor 
space. Some Western City District local government 
representatives stated that balancing these differences is 
the complexity between employment and industrial land.

What are the key drivers and policy influences for the future 
of industrial lands in your LGA and the district?

Several Western City District representatives noted that 
for some LGAs, while the main industrial areas are large 
lots, there is a need to provide smaller lots to ensure 
job diversity. Representatives saw a balancing act in 
providing amenity and encouraging a broad range of 
uses in industrial areas, while not driving out traditional 
industrial uses.

Many Western City District representatives indicated 
that a lack of servicing is a key issue for newer industrial 
areas.
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Does the current policy framework support these emerging 
industries?

Some Western City District representatives indicated that 
a key challenge is the lack of accurate terminology in the 
policy framework, with definitions that do not enable 
flexibility and prevent diversification of land uses. They 
noted that separating out key terms and definitions 
will allow for more nuanced planning and policy 
implementation.

What are the current challenges of industrial and urban lands 
within your LGA and your district?

Many Western City District representatives noted that 
there is benefit to bringing in service providers earlier, 
and potentially developing stronger partnerships with key 
service providers. They indicated that this could help to 
reduce instances where land has been rezoned but has 
not been connected to services, which reduces the appeal 
for developers.

Thinking about your LGA and the Western District, what as-
pects of the current retain and manage policy does the review 
need to consider?

Some Western City District representatives noted that 
planners need to understand future trends, however the 
challenge is to plan for future needs in a different era, 
without fully comprehending how these industries and 
the circular economy will work. They stated that planning 
controls need to provide flexibility to allow for those 
synergies.

Several Western City District representatives indicated 
that a one-size-fits-all approach does not work for 
different LGAs. Representatives expressed the need 
for a policy outcome that gives councils more nuanced 
flexibility, while giving high level strategic support, as they 
have the most comprehensive understanding of their 
own needs.

Some Western City District representatives noted that 
categorising industrial precincts to provide vision and 
direction with strategy planning and investment could 
assist with infrastructure investment, levels of amenity 
required and ultimately, what uses should be permitted 
in industrial areas.

Many Western City District representatives noted the 
importance of the review aligning strategically with the 
employment lands framework, and drawing on key 
strategies such as the Regional Economic Development 
Strategy to better understand the future of industrial 
lands.
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5. Online survey + written submissions

The survey provided the opportunity for the 
Local Government and Industry Reference 
Group members along with the wider 
industry stakeholders, to inform the policy 
objectives and development of possible 
policy scenarios and add to the insights 
gained through the workshops. 

The online survey was open from mid July to mid August 
2021 and also offered respondents the option to provide 
a more detailed written submission. Survey questions 
and respondents organisations is provided in Appendix 
A3.

The survey questions were sent to all local government 
and industry reference group members for their 
feedback prior to and after the workshop discussions. 
An additional survey was made available on the Greater 
Sydney Commission’s website for the wider industry and 
community to 

The key objectives of the survey were to:

• Ensure that all relevant stakeholders have an 
opportunity to inform the development of the policy 
objectives and policy options. 

• Enrich the research with a greater understanding of 
the ‘on-the-ground’ experience about how the policy 
(both retain and manage and review and manage) is 
working to achieve the intended outcomes

• Gain insights into emerging and/or new industries as 
well as different policy approaches that may support 
increased productivity outcomes for Greater Sydney

Questions were developed and distributed by the Greater 
Sydney Commission with analysis provided by Cred 
Consulting. Please note that while a specific survey was 
developed and sent directly to the local government 
and to the industry reference group members, most 
completed the general survey via the GSC website. 

Please note: a specific survey was sent to local 
government prior to the workshops  that contained 
additional questions bespoke to understanding the 
experience of councils However, most councils completed 
the general survey. 

A total of 53 surveys/written submissions 
were received including. 
• 30% (or 16) of the total survey/submissions from local 

councils. 

• 28% (or 15) of the total survey/submissions from 
Infrastructure and Industrial organisations.

• 26% (or 14) of the total survey/submissions from 
property industry (property development and 
consulting organisations).

• 15% (or 8) of the total survey/submissions from 
profession and advocacy organisations 

• At least two submissions were received from each of 
the five Districts across Greater Sydney (5-Eastern; 
3-Central, Western + North; and 2-South)

• 11 of the 18 Industry Reference Group member 
organisations submitted a response via the survey 
and/or written submission. 
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The following provides the summary analysis of survey 
responses and submissions. The analysis has been 
aligned to the general survey questions. The emerging 
themes from the survey have been incorporated into the  
overall phase 1 engagement themes. 

Current experience with the industrial lands 
policy approaches. (Question 1+2)
• The current experience of local government, industry 

and professional associations are strongly supportive 
of the existing policy approaches to industrial lands, 
with some industry representatives calling for a 
strengthen of the ‘retain and manage’ policy.

• The majority of submissions express concern that 
the ‘retain and mange’ policy is too much of a ‘one 
size fits all’, is overly restrictive and is preventing the 
renewal and revitalisation of industrial lands across 
Greater Sydney.

• Submissions from four property sector 
representatives strongly oppose the current ‘retain 
and manage’ policy and suggest that it should be 
abolished. The submissions suggested that the 
policy is being misinterpreted as a directive to 
prevent change or misused to stop planning and 
development of employment lands and resulting 
in a negative experience and impacting on the ‘re-
imagining, renewal and revitalisation’ of their sites. 

• Both local government and industry sector 
representatives consistently identified the limited 
availability of industrial land and the significant loss 
of industrial areas across Greater Sydney. Though 
both these stakeholder groups acknowledged the 
value of the existing policy in halting the loss. 

• Across the majority of submissions, the ability for 
policy makers to make recommendations and 
decisions appropriate to a precinct and more 
effectively ‘manage’ industrial lands to respond 
to local context and support emerging and new 
industries is important to consider in this review. 

Experience of Industry representatives

• All responses from industry representatives were 
strongly supportive of the ‘retain and manage’ policy 
with the majority suggesting that there should be no 
changes to the existing policy. 

• The majority of submissions expressed significant 
concern that the review of the retain and manage 
policy would impact on the viability and ‘threat to 
industrial lands’ and that there has already been 
a significant loss of industrial land across Greater 
Sydney. 

• A common theme across the industry sector 
submission was that the existing ‘retain and manage’ 
policy provides certainty by expressing a clear 
position between industrial and residential which is 
critical for businesses to have confidence to invest.

• Residential encroachment was a significant concern 
for the industry sector in terms of the subsequent 
operational limitations, and impacts on viability and 
future investment that could potentially occur. One 
respondent cited “the NSW Productivity Commission’s 
Productivity White Paper states that “there are strong 
grounds for land to be retained against encroachment 
from competing and incompatible uses”.

• Therefore, allowing for residential within industrial 
zones, particular close to existing industrial areas, 
freight corridors, gateways and critical supply chains.  
Separating industrial lands from residential uses 
is considered to be essential to avoiding land 
use conflicts which ultimately lead to operating 
restrictions, curfews and higher business costs.

• All submissions noted the importance of protecting  
industrial areas, with one submission commenting 
that “industrial zoned lands deliver the supporting 
activities and infrastructure that allow the NSW economy 
to grow and which support the people and businesses of 
NSW”

5.1. Survey analysis
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Experience of the property sector

• Overall, there is concern that the ‘retain and manage’ 
policy is restrictive, its application has been rigid and 
it not flexible enough to allow for market evolution or 
the transformation of industrial lands into areas that 
support more mixed employment uses. 

• There is a concern from the property sector that 
the industrial lands policy has placed a freeze on 
the rezoning of industrial lands and preventing 
alternative uses to be proposed and developed. 

• For the property sector there is s strong view that 
the ‘retain and manage’ is a ‘blanket’ approach 
that doesn’t enable nuance and changes to occur. 
Some stakeholders noted that this has resulted in 
the sterilisation for new and emerging uses or the 
opportunities for a mix of uses and underutilisation 
of industrial lands. 

• This one size fits all approach doesn’t allow for the 
evaluation of the individual characteristics and 
unique circumstances, local considerations or the 
strategic needs of the metropolis.    

• Other concerns that the current policy stifles 
innovation and with limited flexibility, vacant or 
undeveloped industrial land that may no longer be 
suitable for industrial activities can not consider 
alternative uses . 

• Where urban services and industrial uses are critical, 
property sector representative agree that there may 
be a case for those identified to be afforded some 
protection, but that other areas support be able 
to “increase their yield and economic output and 
support contemporary strategic planning”. 

• Specific to retail, there is concern while large format 
retail uses are appropriate to co-locate with industry 
and urban service type uses but that the ongoing 
restriction of uses on industrial lands will prevent 
areas to evolve and adapt and support Sydney’s 
growing population. The relationship between the 
existing B5 Business Development zone and IN1 + 
IN2 zone and the application of these zones was 
identified as an important consideration. 

• Half of the submissions from the property sector 
supported the inclusion of residential uses within 
industrial areas to increase the mixed of uses. 

• Five responses received from the property industry 
were site specific noting that the ‘retain and 
mange’ policy limits the redevelopment of their 
industrial land holding as the proposed uses are not 
compatible with the current policy objectives or the 
permissible uses within industrial zones (IN1 + IN2)

Experience of local government

• All Councils expressed strong support for both the 
‘retain and manage’ and the review and manage’ 
policy approaches and the importance of industrial 
lands/activities to support Sydney’s growth. 

• Many Councils, in recent reviews of employment 
and industrial areas have reaffirmed confidence in 
the policies and that they have worked, supported 
the retention of important industrial lands and 
has prevented further loss of industrial and urban 
services lands in key areas and supporting productive 
investment.

• One local government respondent noted that their 
review “ found that the strategies in place were working 
well, encouraging business diversity and maintaining 
space for out-of-centre business and jobs to locate.
[Also] that opportunities were created for new forms 
of business and enterprise in the area, such as high-
tech industry, creative spaces through to logistics and 
distribution facilities”. 

• Local government also noted the policies provide a 
strong evidence base in relation to rezoning requests 
and providing more certainty for all landowners, 
particularly to minimise the conflict of residential in 
proximity to major industrial areas and/or important 
freight, urban services and employment corridors.

• Some local governments have experienced difficulty 
with the implementation of ‘manage’ and note 
the inconsistencies decision making from State 
Government in regards to rezoning proposals, in 
some cases the rigidity of the implementation of 
‘retain’ even when Council has endorsed the change. 

• Some Councils noted that while the policy is 
supported and has been important, they do not 
have the tools to more proactively manage industrial 
lands to fund infrastructure improvements to 
support industrial redevelopment or the retention of 
affordable spaces. 
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Challenges and barriers to industrial lands 
fulfilling their function and purpose. (Question 4)
There were a number of key themes that emerged 
from this question. Some of the barriers were specific 
to a stakeholder group, as indicated while others were 
common across all stakeholders. 

Inadequate infrastructure and servicing to support 
industrial activities
• Common across all stakeholder groups was the 

insufficient infrastructure and servicing to support 
industrial lands. It was identified particular in regards 
to new industrial areas in the Western District.

• Poor transport access, local congestion, inadequate 
regional routes and connections to freight corridors 
to and from industrial areas and trade gateways 
such as the Ports and Airport are resulting in 
some locations struggle to attract investment, ans 
restrictions on critical supply chains. One submission 
noted that “road infrastructure limits the ability to 
amalgamate infill sites to develop more efficient multi 
level facilities in established areas such as south Sydney, 
North Shore and Northern Beaches”.

• The lack of government funded infrastructure to 
support freight on industrial lands, timely provision 
of state infrastructure and the provision of 
infrastructure in general not keeping pace with the 
rate of development was identified as a barrier to the 
functioning of some industrial areas 

• Land for industrial uses critical to the functioning of 
the city but also have specific locational and product 
requirements (for example concrete batching 
and waste processing) have found suitable land 
availability significantly reducing. This is also the case 
for urban services uses.

• Due to being traditional located away from centres 
and residential, some industrial area are impacted 
by environmental issues such as flooding and acid 
sulphate soils which limit development.

Land use conflicts resulting in operational limitations 
and impacts on viability to support industrial 
activities. 
• Of particular concern for industry representatives is 

the encroachment of residential and other sensitive 
uses on industrial lands has given rise to restrictions 
on supply chains including: curfews; truck limits; 
restricted roads; additional costly mitigation and 
management measures. 

• Submissions from all industry representatives noted 
that these restrictions impact the productive use 
of the land and add costs to businesses, which are 
borne by consumers. 

• Landuse conflict between industrial lands and 
adjacent residential areas was also identified by 
the majority of councils. Submissions noted that a 
large number of complaints may impact on hours of 
operation, vehicle movements and capacity. 

• One Council noted that they have received feedback 
from industrial landowners that there is limited 
demand for industrial land and it was difficult 
to lease, particularly in areas close to residential 
development with conditions on their operation.

Outdated planning policies and controls

• The majority of property sector submissions and a 
few council submissions identified planning controls, 
including zone objectives, are a barrier and need to 
be reviewed and updated to optimise development 
opportunities for industrial and urban services land. 

• One submission stated that ‘outdated planning 
controls that do not allow for efficient and innovative 
developments. Similarly there is a lack of flexibility 
around adaptive re-use to allow creative and innovative 
uses”.   Another submission suggested that “greater 
flexibility in permissible uses and greater support for 
merits-based assessment would assist in addressing this 
barrier”. 

• Some of the suggested key planning determinants 
to increase productivity for industrial lands included 
zoning, generous building height, no FSR applied, 
broad permitted land uses, extended operating 
hours, clear environmental impact guidelines and 
appropriately scaled controls adjoining residential 
zones.

• All property sector submissions agreed that the rigid 
and inflexible nature of the current industrial lands 
policy that restricts the ability for industrial lands to 
be re-imagined to fit it a more appropriate use given 
modern day employment trends and community 
needs. 

• It was also identified that the current planning 
controls don’t provide sufficient commercial incentive 
to redevelop the land given the costs associated with 
demolition, remediation, contributions. Also that they 
discourage site amalgamations and development 
utilising greater site coverage.

• One property sector representative shred that their 
“experience has been that council’s have had no choice 
to rezone industrial lands to suit local circumstances 
[and] the way the policy has been written has not 
given councils and policy makers the ability to make 
recommendations and decisions appropriate to a 
precinct”.  

• Some property sector representatives noted the  
misperception that industrial zoned lands are the 
premium supply of employment lands and jobs 
leading to an inappropriate protection of these areas. 

• It was suggested that using dated terminology such 
as “industrial” is standing in the way of many localities 
being able to allow a diversity of uses which would 
generate additional employment and innovation.
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Rezoning pressures and the flow on effects from this 
for the development of industrial land
• There was concern expressed by all councils that 

opening up industrial lands to other uses considered 
of ‘higher value’ would risk escalating industrial 
rents due to reduced supply and as one submission 
expressed that “if industrial land is ‘up for grabs’ in 
terms of being able to be rezoned to a residential or 
mixed use zone, investment will not occur in industrial 
areas”.

• The pressure for alternative uses on industrial land 
was seen as being particularly relevant to urban 
services which are in great demand and for which 
there is insufficient and diminishing land available, 
particularly within the Eastern City District.

• It was also suggested that by some submissions 
from both councils and the property sector 
that the ‘highest and best use’ for land is not 
always synonymous for the best use for the local 
community. 

• There was an acknowledgment that retaining 
diversity in employment areas to enable uses ranging 
from small start-up businesses, niche suppliers, 
specialist training through to large national and 
international companies was important. 

• A high proportion of submissions from the property 
sector identified that the barrier to unlocking land 
that is underutilized or poorly located for industrial 
activities was rigid application of the ‘retain and 
manage’ policy by both local and state government. 
One submission suggested that by ‘locking up’ these 
areas, it puts increased pressure and limited diversity 
of uses.  

• The Parramatta Road Corridor was identified as 
playing an important urban services role, with the self 
storage facilities, car services centres, service stations 
etc. The continued population growth would be likely 
to see increased demand for land for urban services 
uses.

• Land adjacent to motorways and key transport 
infrastructure  for distribution centres and land for 
last mile are critical locations. 

Lack of amenity within industrial areas
• The importance of ensuring that amenity and 

support services are available at employment lands 
was identified as a challenge across submissions 
from local government and the property sector. 

• A lack of amenity and transport access for tenants 
and their employees, was identified as a barrier for 
some precincts to attract high-quality businesses. 

• The lack of amenity and quality building design was 
considered a barrier to additional investment and 
utilisation as business confidence becomes low in 
under performing industrial precincts as people see 
that the precinct is no longer functioning as it should.  

Current activities in industrial areas: 
emerging, new and alternative uses.  
(Question 6+7)

There are new industrial and urban services emerging 
all of the time.  The definition of light industry allows 
a broad range of potential uses, however it would be 
beneficial for there to be a definition for urban services 
so as to reinforce the importance of this outcome to 
support populations.

Growth in leisure and lifestyle services 
• There is an increase in interest in non-industrial uses 

within industrial zoned areas such as the growth in 
leisure and lifestyle related services. Most common 
are indoor recreation uses, gymnasiums, performing 
arts/ dance school, rock climbing centres, child care, 
education or training facilities and places of public 
worship. 

• It was concluded by all submissions that identified 
this growing trend that the choice of industrial zoned 
land for these uses is driven by cheaper land/rent in 
industrial areas, larger lot sizes and the lower impact 
on neighbouring land uses in an industrial area 
compared to a residential area.

• Once submission noted that “places of worship have 
been permitted in some areas but are not suitable uses 
in industrial lands as they do not make an equivalent 
contribution to employment outcomes and are better 
located in or near centres where they can contribute to 
the vitality of centres on weekends”.

• In inner city areas, dark kitchens located in industrial 
areas are starting to grow to service the increasing 
food delivery industry. 

• The increase in the DIY home improvement and 
renovation has resulted in more hardware stores, 
cabinet makers and renovation supply businesses 
(e.g. tiles, timber flooring, balustrade manufacturing 
etc) and large format retailing occurring within 
industrial areas, which can have a more localised 
impact on traffic and on the viability of centres.    

Knowledge economy, data centres and  innovation
• Council’s and property sector representatives 

identified an increase in applications for data storage 
and data centres and the emergence of cleaner more 
environmentally friendly businesses such as data 
centres, 3D printing services, electronics and other 
computer-based services. 

• The knowledge intensive economy and other trends 
such ‘localisation’, reshoring of manufacturing, and 
sustainable sourcing and product production were 
identified as key factors in transforming Greater 
Sydney’s industrial lands and this must be supported.

• The dominated by freight and logistics uses within 
industrial areas is also a trend seen by councils and 
the property sector. 
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Growth of ‘click and collect’, artisan production, 
industrial door experiences and creative industries
• The rise of e-commerce will continue to influence the 

use of industrial and employment lands according 
to the majority of council and property sector 
submissions. 

• Most identified an increase in industries and 
warehousing are offering a click and collect service 
from their factory or providing a commercial shop 
front for predominantly online sales. 

• One property sector stakeholder noted that “the 
growth in online shopping which has led to a greater 
need for last mile delivery facilities. This has become 
even more important following the onset of Covid 19, 
and driving the recent market response of rising prices 
for industrial land and facilities”. 

• Artisan food production including breweries, coffee 
roasters, bakers and fine food producers and 
bespoke manufacturing are newer uses that have 
become established within industrial areas. Some 
occurring in some precincts closer to commercial 
centres and alongside co-working manufacturing and 
creative industries emerging in these areas.   

• More creatives, artists and maker spaces are also 
of varying sizes, particularly in inner-city locations. 
These businesses quite often make the props, 
goods and equipment often used in cultural and 
artistic events and other theatre, film and television 
productions. It is well documented by both local and 
State governments that these users also struggle to 
find tenancies due to their inability to meet market 
rents.

• The emergence of these uses along with the click and 
collect and ‘industrial door experiences’ has resulted 
in industrial precincts becoming more diverse, 
particularly in Eastern Sydney where there is greater 
demand for space and users often don’t require large 
warehouse space. 

• The emergence of this uses also results in increased  
access, parking and safety considerations for 
redeveloped industrial sites with greater numbers 
and frequency of visits by the general public

Key policy considerations to support new and 
emerging industries. 

The following are suggestions from all stakeholder 
groups to enable alternative uses and support emerging 
activities 

• The Greater Sydney Region Plan should clearly 
identify emerging industries and in doing this the 
region plan should consider the infrastructure 
required to support these industries and the 
measures needed to ensure that future industrial 
and employment land are adequately serviced.    

• The Region Plan should also allow for Industrial 
and urban services land to be as productive and 
functional as possible by considering issues such as 
access and land-use conflict. 

• The Plan needs to identify the industrial land 
approach across Greater Sydney, identify current and 
emerging industries, and provide a framework where 
change in zoning from industrial land to other uses 
can be considered and assessed. Having a Council 
endorsed and DPIE approved Employment Lands 
Strategy will assist in providing certainty and clarity to 
all parties.

• Industrial lands should only be considered to 
be transitioned to alternative uses when there 
is certainty the land can no longer serve an 
employment or economic function (for traditional or 
emerging industries) at the local, or subregional level.

Policy approaches and ideas to mange and 
support increased productivity on industrial 
lands across Greater Sydney. (Question 3+5)

The following are suggested approaches from all 
stakeholder groups to manage and support increased 
productivity on industrial lands across Greater Sydney. 
It was commonly acknowledged that there is a number 
of industrial areas across Greater Sydney that already 
support uses that are not traditionally defined as 
industrial uses, however that the industrial areas are for 
the most part the only locations where they can locate.

Strong policy and consistent implementation 
• Both local government and industry representatives 

expressed a desire for the planning system to have 
a strong position on the retention of industrial land 
and that this position is implemented at every step of 
the process. 

• All stakeholders agreed that industrial land must be 
viewed as critical and a framework should remain 
in place to enable its retention in the long term. 
However, the ideas and approach to this framework 
significantly varied.      

• Direction from the GSC about the quantum, function 
and future role of industrial land more broadly, 
support local government to determine the policy 
for its own industrial areas within a consistent 
framework.

• To better apply and implement the policy, 
clarification about ‘manage’ in regards to the current 
retain and manage industrial land policy in order to 
communicate this more clearly to the community 
would be helpful to articulate the value of industrial 
lands better. 

• Identify a clear vision for different types of industrial 
precincts based on location, transport (freight, public, 
active) access, neighbouring uses, built form and size.
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• Discourage inappropriate use of term industrial 
land - “The new world needs to have correct packaging 
of terms like commercial and employment as well as a 
multiplicity of use grouped under new zones”

• Strategic freight and logistical hubs need to be 
identified and protected (e.g. ports, airports, inter-
modals and major warehouse and distribution lands). 
These areas should be able to operate 24/7.

Research, data and regularly monitoring
• A more nuanced approach to the application of the 

principles for industrial lands is needed to better 
understand the value that different industrial lands 
precincts provides for local, regional, metropolitan, 
state and national economy. 

• Identification of precincts are of value to the national 
and international business whereas others support 
local employment and business opportunities for 
local residents. This analysis of the value chains from 
the industrial precincts is needed to better manage 
the precincts.  

• Providing a set of clear metrics of the true economic 
growth potential, environmental (climate change 
mitigation such as reducing travel and transport 
distances) and population serving value of 
maintaining an extensive stock of industrial land 
and property across the metropolitan area would be 
beneficial. 

• Consideration is required of the employment 
generation, supply chain, and population serving 
function of the employment precincts in the context 
of the local, sub-regional and metropolitan economy. 
The approach would optimise the utilisation of the 
employment land and also limit competition from 
higher order uses, such as retail and residential. 

Place-based approach
• Continue the policy of retain and manage of central 

and eastern industrial lands – while using the 
Regional Plan review to apply a risk weighted (net 
community benefit) approach only to those sites that 
are most isolated or make the least contribution to 
the overarching directions of the plan.

• Regional and District Strategies should make the 
trade-offs for which precincts should be prioritised 
for retention and what changes should be curated 
by State and local government to achieve strategic 
outcomes. Local Government employment lands and 
housing strategies will be valuable input for this work.

• Strategic led planning system allows for a place-
based/locality approach and the development of a 
narrative that is reflective of that place to be formed 
and implemented rather than a regulatory system of 
rules and placing uses within land use boxes.

Adequate supporting infrastructure 
• Employment precincts need to be supported by the 

requisite infrastructure and level of connectivity, 
to reduce travel time and costs for the workers, to 
improve the appeal the precincts, and reduce the 
potential overhead operating costs for businesses, 
and to better integrate with the regional supply chain 
and markets.

Diversity of uses, flexibility and designing differently
• Greater flexibility in permissible land uses, greater 

support for merits-based assessment, less emphasis 
on strict planning controls such as building height or 
FSR, greater certainty around the timing of delivery 
of state infrastructure projects, better alignment 
between State planning policy and State agency 
policy at the implementation officer level.

• Diverse industrial land plays a crucial role in the 
creation of economic value in cities. This has to be 
protected from dilution that might arise from mixed 
uses in industrial precincts.  Identify the role of each 
industrial land precinct through a holistic approach 
across the Sydney Region to understand how 
precincts across council boundaries interact.

• Increased land use efficiency can be achieved 
through vertical integration and co-location of land 
uses. Adopt a more flexible approach of considering 
‘industrial’ uses on their merits, locational basis, 
design, and level of impact rather than definition of 
use in all instances.

• Despite the recognition for the need to diversity 
the uses in industrial areas, local government 
and industry representatives expressed a strong 
preference for the review not to enable residential 
uses and industrial areas should be protected from 
having an intensification of surrounding residential 
uses. 

• There was also concern with the introduction of retail 
in industrial areas will dilute the role of centres and 
opportunities for large scale, flexible employment 
floor space in business zones need to be created to 
retain industrial areas for appropriate uses. 
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Appendix A1:  
Industry Reference Group members

Organisation Name Position

Advocacy groups and peak bodies

Business Western Sydney Chris Taylor Senior Manager - Advocacy

Business Sydney Chris Taylor Senior Manager - Advocacy

Urban Taskforce Tom Forrest CEO

Planning Institute of Australia John Brockhoff PIA National Policy Manager

Property Council of Australia Annie Manson NSW Policy Manager

UDIA Michael Murrell Planning Policy Manager

Committee for Sydney Ehssan Veiszadeh Deputy CEO & Director of Strategy

Real Estate Institute of NSW Tim McKibbin CEO

Industry representatives

Sydney Airport Ted Plummer Special Adviser Government and 
Community Relations

Australian Industry Group Peter Burn Chief Policy Advisor

Waste Contractors and Recyclers 
Association of NSW Tony Khoury Executive Director

Cement Concrete & Aggregates 
Australia Jason Kuchel State Director NSW & SA

Shopping Centre Council of Australia James Newton Manager – Policy and Regulatory 
Affairs

Sydney Fringe Festival Kerri Glasscock Director

NSW Ports Marika Calfas Chief Executive Officer

Australian Logistics Council Rachel Smith Interim CEO

Western Sydney Airport Kirk Osborne Executive Manager, Land Use 
Planning and Approvals

Large Format Retail Association Philippa Kelly Chief Executive Officer
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Appendix A2:  
Local Government Reference Group members

Organisation Name Position

Central City District

Blacktown City Council Helen Budd Senior Coordinator Strategic Planning

The Hills Shire Council Nicholas Carlton Manager - Forward Planning

Cumberland City Council Daniel Cavallo Director Environment and Planning

City of Parramatta Council Jacky Wilkes Senior Project Officer City Planning & 
Design

South District

Georges River Council Stephanie Lum Coordinator Strategic Planning

Canterbury Bankstown Council Simon Manoski Director Planning

Sutherland Shire Council Beth Morris Senior Policy Advisor

Western City District

Fairfield City Council Marcus Rowan Manager Strategic Land Use Planning

Hawkesbury City Council Sunehla Bala Strategic Land Use Planning 
Coordinator

Campbelltown City Council Rana Haddad Coordinator Central Business District

Wollondilly Shire Council Edith Barnes Executive Planner – Growth Areas

Liverpool City Council Luke Oste Coordinator Strategic Planning

Penrith City Council Carlie Ryan City Strategy Manager

Camden Council Oscar Dell Strategic Planner

Blue Mountains City Council Simon Porter Statutory Planning Program Leader

Eastern City District

Randwick City Council Stella Agagiotis Manager, Strategic Planning

City of Canada Bay Council Helen Wilkins Senior Strategic Planner

City of Sydney Council Ben Pechey Executive Manager Strategic Planning 
and Urban Design
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Appendix A2:  
Local Government Reference Group members

Organisation Name Position

Inner West Council Roger Rankin Team Leader Strategic Planning

Burwood Council Diwei Luo Senior Strategic Planner

Bayside Council Clare Harley Manager Strategic Planning 

Strathfield Council Kandace Lindeburg Executive Manager Landuse Planning

Waverley Council Jaime Hogan A/Manager Strategic Town Planning

North District

Lane Cove Council Christopher Pelcz Coordinator – Strategic Planning

Willoughby City Council Norma Shankie-Williams Strategic Planning Team Leader

Northern Beaches Council Felicity Shonk Planner

North Sydney Council Katerina Papas Strategic Planner

Mosman Municipal Council Joe Vertel Strategic Planner

Hunters Hill Council Marjorie Ferguson Strategic Planner

Hornsby Shire Council Ashesh Chand Principal Strategic Planner

Ku-ring-gai Council Craige Wyse Team Leader Urban Planning

City of Ryde Council Dyalan Govender Manager Urban Strategy
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Appendix A3:  
Online Survey Questions

General Survey Questions

Question 1: What has been your experience with the 
retain and manage industrial lands policy?

Question 2: What has been your experience with the 
review and manage industrial lands policy?

Question 3: What suggestions would you make for 
industrial lands policy in the Greater Sydney Region Plan?

Question 4: Are there any barriers to industrial lands 
fulfilling their functions?

Question 5: From your perspective, what would be the 
most productive way to manage industrial lands? What 
are the opportunities to make industrial areas more 
productive?

Question 6: Are there particular locations in Greater 
Sydney that are most appropriate to transition to 
alternative uses? Why?

Question 7: Are you aware of any new types of industrial 
or urban services uses occurring in industrial areas in 
Greater Sydney?

Question 8a: Any further comments? 
Question 8b: Would you like to attach a document? 

Industry Reference Group Survey Questions

Question 1: What has been your experience with the 
retain and manage industrial lands policy?

Question 2: What has been your experience with the 
review and manage industrial lands policy?

Question 3: What suggestions would you make for 
industrial lands policy in the Greater Sydney Region Plan?

Question 4: Are there particular locations in Greater 
Sydney that are most appropriate to transition to 
alternative uses? Why?

Question 5: What are your views on rezoning industrial 
and urban services land (IN1; IN2, B7; B5) to permit 
residential uses or general retail activity?

Question 6: Are you aware of any new types of industrial 
or urban services uses occurring in industrial areas in 
Greater Sydney?

Question 7: From your organisation’s perspective, what 
would be the most productive way to manage industrial 
lands? What are the opportunities to make industrial 
areas more productive?

Question 8: From your organisation’s perspective, what 
are major barriers to the operation of industrial lands? 
Are there any opportunities to improve their operational 
use?

Question 9a: Any further comments? 
Question 9b: Would you like to attach a document?

The following surveys were sent to all local government and industry reference group members for their feedback 
prior to and after the workshop discussions. An additional survey was made available on the Greater Sydney 
Commission’s website for the wider industry and community. Questions were developed and distributed by the 
Greater Sydney Commission with input and analysis provided by Cred Consulting.

Please note that most respondents accessed the survey via the GSC website and therefore completed the general survey 
rather that the survey that was sent by direct email. 
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Submissions/online survey responses received:

Industry  
Reference 
Group

Australian Logistics Council
Cement Concrete & Aggregates 
Australia
Committee For Sydney
Planning Institute of Australia (PIA)
Property Council Of Australia
NSW Ports
Large Format Retail Association
Sydney Airport
Sydney Airport and NSW Ports (Joint 
submission)
UDIA NSW
Urban Taskforce

Local  
Government 
Reference 
Group

Blacktown Council
Camden Council
City of Canada Bay
City of Sydney 
Hornsby Shire Council
Inner West Council
Liverpool City Council
North Sydney Council
Randwick City Council
Sutherland Shire Council
The Hills Shire
Willoughby Council
Anonymous (x4) 

Property 
Industry + 
Consulting

Ingham Planning
Keylan Consulting
Leamac Property Group
macroplan
Sustainable East
The Holt Estate Besmaw Pty Ltd
Anonymous (x9)

Industry + 
Infrastructure

ARTC
Cement Australia
Patrick Stevedores
Ports Australia
Port Kembla Gateway Pty Ltd
Road Freight NSW / Australian Trucking 
Association
Anonymous (x4)

Local Government Survey Questions

Question 1: What are the core functions served by 
industrial and urban services lands in your local 
government area? How have these functions changed 
over time? How do you anticipate their functions will 
change in future?

Question 2: Are some industrial areas considered to have 
greater value than other industrial areas? If so, why?

Question 3: Are there any barriers to industrial lands 
fulfilling their functions? Are there any opportunities 
to improve their use? Are you aware of any particular 
infrastructure or servicing issues with your industrial 
lands?

Question 4: What types of non-industrial uses are 
occurring in your industrial areas and what impact do 
they have on the operation of the industrial area?

Question 5: Does your Council currently have residential 
uses occurring in industrial areas or industrial areas 
transitioning to residential uses? If so, what have been 
the results?

Question 6: Is there the current ability for some of 
your industrial areas transition to other zones such as 
residential or retail centres? Why or why not?

Question 7: Are there any new industrial and urban 
services uses occurring in your industrial areas? If yes, 
what are some local successful examples?

Question 8: Does your Council measure or track how 
much industrial land is needed? If so how? Are there 
locations in your LGA where more/less industrial land is 
needed?

Question 9: Have you engaged with stakeholders in your 
LGA about management of industrial lands? What are 
their views? 

Question 10: Specific to your council’s operations, What 
has been your experience with the retain and manage 
industrial lands policy?

Question 11: Specific to your council’s operations, What 
has been your experience with the review and manage 
industrial lands policy?

Question 12: What suggestions would you make for 
industrial lands policy in the Greater Sydney Region Plan?

Question 13a: Any further comments? 
Question 13b: Would you like to attach a document?
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